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NOTE ON THE PRODUCTOF A SPECIAL ^-LINE DETER-
MINANT BY ITS CENTRAL MINOR OF THE (?^^-4)TH

ORDER.

By Thomas Muir, LL.D.

(Read August 19, 1914.)

1. The main attraction of Mr. Roseveare's paper centres in the very

interesting equivalent given by him for the product of a special n-line

determinant by its central minor of the (w-4)th order, this equivalent

taking the form of an aggregate of products of pairs of minors of the

(w-2)th order.

For such a product an outwardly similar expression, perfectly general

in character, has been known since 1879
;

and, not unnaturally, one

has some expectation that on putting into this general result the very

special elements occurring in Mr. Roseveare's paper there would be

evolved by degeneration the new theorem under consideration. This,

however, is far from being the case. For example, when n is 7, the

general theorem gives
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whereas the new theorem gives
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* Trans. R. Soc. of Edinburgh, xxix., pp. 47-51.
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for the case where the involved elements are those of the special deter-

minant whose matrix is the sum of the two matrices

(do «I

-a^X^

-asX )

-a^X

-aeX

!

—a8/\7 ... —a^X^ —a.X"" —a^X

and yet the latter identity is not included in the former.

2. Instead, however, of attempting a generalization of the new identity

by making the elements of its left-hand member perfectly general and

then seeking for the corresponding change in the right-hand member, we
may adopt a reverse procedure, namely, view the elements on the right-

hand as being changed from special to general, and then inquire what

alteration is thereby necessitated on the left. Thus, instead of Mr.

Eoseveare's expression

«i a^ a. - a^X'

a^ aj—a^X^ a^ —a^X^

—a^X"^ a^ —a^X^ a^ —a^X''

-a,X^

aj ^2 a^ —ayX^

a^ ai—a^X^ a^ —a^X^

- a^X^ —a^X^ a^ —a^X^

- a()^'^ —a.^- —a^X^ —(X,\5

a^ a. -%x,"

a. —a^X^ a.

a^X^ - aeX^ a. -a^X

—a^X^ —aJ^

^3 -a^X^ a, ~aeX

-aeX^ a^

(Xi a^ -a^Xi

aeX^ «o -a^X' —a^X
\

which is a function of 7ii)ie variables, let us pass to

u

/^I 1^4

7i 72 73 74

^1 ^2 h ^4

^3

73 75

X +
/3i 1^3

7i 72 73

tti

l/3x /34 l^s

'71 72 74 75
I

which is a function of tioenty-one variables, and ask if there be a con-

densed expression equal to the latter.

A little examination of the determinants involved in it shows that all

of them are 4-line minors of the array

/3x

7i 72 73 74 75
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and that in the first two columns all of them are identical. Not much
more is then wanted to enable us to suggest the construction of the 8-line

determinant

/3x ft.

yi 72 73 75

74 73 72

ft, ftz ft^

C4

• 74 ^75

. ft, ^fts

Xa^ ttj |,

of which Laplace's expansion-theorem gives the equivalent

I "1/3273^4 1' - 1^273^5!"^ + \a^ft^y^^A\'\(i.ft.y,^A><
as desired.

It is a help here to note {a) in the first four rows of the 8-line deter-

minant the repetition of the column with the suffix 4
;

{h) the mode of

obtaining the last four rows from the first four
;

(c) the fact that but for

the X's the determinant would be centrosymmetric.

3. That the result thus obtained includes Mr. Eoseveare's is readily-

shown. As an example, let us take the next lower case of the extended

theorem, namely,

«x/3273l' - l«A74l'^ + l«x/3273l-|«A74l^

Making in this the substitution

ft,

73

ft, fts

74 73

73 72

^ft, ft, ft.

/5x ft. ft,

7i 72 73

-^5X3

-^^,X3

- a^X^

tti - a^X^

ao - aX"

a^ - a^X

a^ - a^X

- aA

we of course at once find the left-hand side identical with one side of Mr»

Eoseveare's, and the right-hand side changed into

tto a^ —a^X^ ttj —(X5X a^ —a^X""

a^ —a^X^ a^ —a^X^ a^ —a^X a^ —a^^

—%X4 —^5X3 a^ —a^X'^ a^ —a^ a^ —a^X^

a^X —a^X^ ao —a^X^ —a^X^ —a^X"^

a^X —a^X^ a^ —a^X'' ao —a^X^

a^X —a^X^ a^ —a^X^ a^ a^

21
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By performing on this last the operations

roWj - \~

roWa - X~

row.

row^

row. - row6[-

- row. )
,

col^ + X-^ C0I2]

C0I5 + C0I2 [

cole + colj

there is obtained

-a^X^

a,

3-^X3
—ft A3

a^X —aeX^ a^

a^ —a^X —a.X

a^X —a.X^ ao~-a^X^

a^X —a^X^ a^^ —a^X^

a^X —a^X^ a^ —a^X^

-a^X^

-^5X3

D-«6X3

- «.5X3

-aeX^

which, when we have multiphed the 3rd row and divided the 3rd column

by X and have reversed the order of the last fom' columns, and thereafter

of the last four rows, becomes

(^0-^6^3)

-aeX^

-aeX^

-a,X3

«2

a,

3-^5X3

-^5X3

—aX^

a.

~aeX'

—a^X^

-a,X'

-a.X

a^X-aeX^

a^X —a^X^

a^X —a^X^

a^X —a.X^

«o —<^2X

as desired.

ori ginal paper

1 2 37 46 37

0 17 26 35 26

74 06 15 24 15

64 53 04 13 04

13-X 04 64

24-X 15 06 74

35X 26 17 0

46-X 37 2 1

we perform the operations

roWi —X~' roWy

row2 —X~' rowe

roWj —X~' row5

row.

C0I3 + C0I2 \

C0I7 + C0I3 + X~' coll

cole + X~' C0I2

C0I5 + X~' C0I3 /
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and obtain

0 1 2 57X 4 3 2 1

0 17

74 06

64 02 3 4^ 53 64

13-\ 04 53 64 75

24-X 15 06 7,

35\ 26 17 0

46-X 37 2 1 0

seen to be equal to

171 0 1 2 3 4 57
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